The Meanings of Educational Technology

Background

Humans have succeeded as a species largely due to their ability to learn from their experiences and to pass along their wisdom to succeeding generations. Much learning and acculturation happens spontaneously, without planning or structure. Through the ages, though, as human society has become increasingly complex and organized, communities have consciously set up particular arrangements, such as apprenticeships, schools, other educational institutions, to help their members develop the cognitive and functional skills needed to survive and flourish.

The history of organized education and training can be viewed as a long, arduous struggle to extend opportunities to more people and to devise means of helping those people learn better than through the serendipitous events of everyday life. Institutions established for education and training revolve around activities intended to help people learn productively, whether individually or in groups, in classrooms or at a distance. We use the term “education” to refer broadly to activities and resources that support learning. We use the term “instructional” to refer to activities structured by someone other than the learner and oriented toward specific ends. From this perspective, education is not limited to institutional settings. It can include guidance given by parents to children, knowledge and attitudes fostered by mass media, and other such cultural influences conveyed to community members. Likewise, reading books in a library or “surfing the Web” to explore a personal interest can be regarded as educational activities. On the other hand, instructional activities imply an external agency that is guiding the learner toward a goal by means of some specified procedures. Reading an assigned chapter in a textbook or using the Internet to gather information to fulfill a class assignment are examples of instructional activities. This project is concerned with both education and instruction.

Schools, colleges, corporate training centers, and other educational institutions provide many sorts of facilities to support the central mission of facilitating learning. They may offer shelter and surroundings that are convenient for learning…and possibly even transportation to the place, or they may extend opportunities to learners at a distance. They offer access to people,
information, and equipment. They typically provide motivational elements such as grades and mentors. They often provide services to support instructors and their professional development. In short, although they are educational institutions they engage in many functions that are not directly educational or instructional. Nevertheless, learners and learning occupy the central position, and this project is concerned with the processes that are most directly connected with learning.

Learning goals in educational settings, which may be set both by institutions and by individuals, are often complex, difficult, and protracted. Throughout history, inventive educators have devised means to help people learn that are easier, faster, surer, and/or less expensive than previous means. Some of these means could be classified as “technological,” by which we mean applying scientific or other organized knowledge to the attainment of practical ends, a definition first proposed by John Kenneth Galbraith (1967, p. 12). These developments may take the form of “hard” technologies, including materials and physical inventions, or “soft” technologies, including special work processes or carefully designed instructional templates that are applicable beyond a single case.

Recent years have brought many changes and challenges to the theory and practice of educational technology. New understandings of the processes of human learning and of the nature of knowledge itself have challenged educators to rethink basic concepts underlying teaching methods. Advances in information and communications technologies (ICT) have altered and expanded the possibilities for supporting learning in the classroom and at a distance. As more learning resources become digitized, the ease and economy of their transmission increases, thus challenging long accepted notions of how resources are created, stored, and used. In short, the times have created a new context for thinking about the meanings of educational technology. This project aims to provide a conceptual framework adequate for these changing times.

The Definition

Conceptions of educational technology have been evolving as long as the field has, and they continue to evolve. Therefore today’s conception is a temporary one, a snapshot in time. In today’s conception, Educational Technology can be defined as an abstract concept or as a field of practice. First, the definition of the concept:
Educational technology is the study and ethical practice of facilitating learning and improving performance by creating, using, and managing appropriate technological processes and resources.

Elements of the Definition

Each of the key terms used in the definition will be discussed as to their intended meaning in the context of the definition.

Study. The theoretical understanding of, as well as the practice of, educational technology, requires continual knowledge construction and refinement through research and reflective practice, which are encompassed in the term “study.” That is, “study” refers to information gathering and analysis beyond the traditional conceptions of research. It is intended to include quantitative and qualitative research as well as other forms of disciplined inquiry such as theorizing, philosophical analysis, historical investigations, development projects, fault analyses, system analyses, and evaluations. Research has traditionally been both a generator of new ideas and an evaluative process to help improve practice. Research can be conducted based upon a variety of methodological constructs as well as several contrasting theoretical constructs. The research in educational technology has grown from investigations attempting to “prove” that media and technology are effective tools for learning, to investigations created to describe and detail the appropriate applications of processes and technologies to the improvement of learning.

Important to the newest research in educational technology is the use of authentic environments and the voice of practitioners as well as researchers. Inherent in the word “research” is the iterative process it encompasses. Research seeks to resolve problems by investigating solutions, and those attempts lead to new practice and therefore new problems and questions. Certainly, the ideas of reflective practice and inquiry based upon authentic settings are valuable perspectives on research. Reflective practitioners consider the problems in their environment (for example, a learning problem of their students) and attempt to resolve the problems by changes in practice, based upon both research results and professional experience. Reflection on this process leads to changes in the considered solution and further attempts to identify and solve problems in the environment, a cyclical process of practice/reflection that can lead to improved practice. (Schön, 1990)
Current inquiry problem areas are often determined by the influx of new technologies into educational practice. The history of the field has recorded the many research programs initiated in response to new technologies, investigating their best design, development, utilization, and management. However, more recently, the inquiry programs in educational technology have been influenced by growth and change in major theoretical positions in learning theory, information management, and other allied fields. For example, the theoretical lenses of cognitive and constructivist theories have changed the emphasis in the field from teaching to learning. Attention to learners’ perspectives, preferences, and ownership of the learning process has grown. These theoretical shifts have changed the orientation of the field dramatically, from a field driven by the design of instruction to be “delivered” in a variety of formats (technologies or strategies) to a field which seeks to create learning environments in which learners can explore—often assisted by electronic support systems—in order to arrive at meaningful understanding. The research emphasis has shifted toward observing learners’ active participation and construction of their own path toward learning. In other words, interest is moving away from the design of pre-specified instructional routines and toward the design of environments to facilitate learning.

**Ethical practice** Educational technology has long had an ethical stance and a list of ethical practice expectations. The AECT Ethics Committee has been active in defining the field’s ethical standards and in providing case examples from which to discuss and understand the implications of ethical concerns for practice. In fact, the recent emphasis in society on the ethical use of media and on respect for intellectual property has been addressed by this AECT committee for the educational technology field.

There has been an increase in concerns and attention to the ethical issues within educational technology. Ethics are not merely “rules and expectations” but are a basis for practice. In fact, ethical practice is less a series of expectations, boundaries, and new laws than it is an approach or construct from which to work. Our definition considers ethical practice as essential to our professional success, for without the ethical considerations being addressed, success is not possible.

From the perspective of critical theory, professionals in educational technology must question their practices and concern themselves with their appropriate and ethical use. From the perspective of critical theory, it is vital to question even basic assumptions such as the efficacy
of traditional constructs such as the systems approach and technologies of instruction, as well as the power position of those designing and developing the technological solutions. A postmodern stance might impel educational technologists to consider their learners, the environments for learning, and the needs and the “good” of society as they develop their practices. Considering who is included, who is empowered, and who has authority are new issues in the design and development of learning solutions, but an ethical stance insists that educational technologists question their practice areas in these ways as well as in the more traditional constructs of efficiency or effectiveness.

The AECT Code of Ethics includes principles “intended to aid members individually and collectively in maintaining a high level of professional conduct” (Welliver, 2001). AECT’s code is divided into three categories: Commitment to the Individual, such as the protection of rights of access to materials, and efforts to protect the health and safety of professionals; Commitment to Society, such as truthful public statements regarding educational matters or fair and equitable practices with those rendering service to the profession, and Commitment to the Profession, such as improving professional knowledge and skill, and giving accurate credit to work and ideas published. Each of the three principle areas has several listed commitments which help inform educational technology professionals regarding their appropriate actions, regardless of their context or role. Consideration is provided for those serving as researchers, professors, consultants, designers, and learning resource directors, for example, to help shape their own professional behaviors and ethical conduct.

Facilitating. The shift in views of learning and instruction reflected in cognitive and constructivist theories has caused a dramatic change in assumptions about the connection between instruction and learning. Earlier definitions in this field implied a more direct cause-and-effect relationship between instructional interventions and learning. For example the 1963 AECT definition refers to “the design and use of messages which control the learning process.” Later definitions were less explicit, but continued to imply a relatively direct connection between well-designed, well-delivered instruction and effective learning. With the recent paradigm shift toward greater learner ownership and responsibility has come a role for technology that is more facilitative than controlling.
In addition, as learning goals in schools, colleges, and other organizations have shifted toward deep rather than shallow learning, the learning environments have become more immersive and more authentic. In these environments, the key role of technology is not so much to present information in drill-and-practice format (to control learning) but to provide the problem space and the tools to explore it (to support learning). In such cases, the immersive environments and cognitive tools educational technologists help design and use are created to guide learners, to make learning opportunities available, and to assist learners in finding the answers to their questions. Therefore, educational technology claims to facilitate learning rather than to cause or control learning; that is, it can help create an environment in which learning more easily could occur.

Facilitating includes the design of the environment, the organizing of resources, and the providing of tools. It may still entail the use of direct instruction within a pre-specified framework in some cases, or the use of open-ended inquiry methods to guide further learning in other cases. The learning events can take place in face-to-face settings or in virtual environments, as in micro-worlds or distance learning.

Learning. The term “learning” does not connote today what it connoted forty years ago when the first AECT definition was developed. There is a heightened awareness of the difference between the mere retention of information for testing purposes and the acquisition of skills used beyond the classroom walls.

Learning tasks can be categorized according to various taxonomies. A straightforward one is suggested by Perkins (1992). The simplest type of learning is retention of information. In schools and colleges learning may be assessed by means of tests that require demonstration of such retention. Computer-based instruction units (as in “integrated learning systems”) frequently operate this way. The learning goal may include understanding as well as retention. Assessments that require paraphrasing or problem solving may tap the understanding dimension. Such forms of assessment are more challenging, mainly because they are more labor-intensive to evaluate. Learning goals may be more ambitious, such that the knowledge and skills are applied in active use. To assess this level of learning requires real or simulated problem situations, something that is obviously challenging to arrange. Some would characterize these differences in types of learning simply as surface vs. deep learning (Weigel, 2001).
Such types or levels of learning have long been acknowledged, but there has been a growing demand in schools, higher education, and corporate training for more attention to the active-use level. It is increasingly perceived that time and money spent on inculcating and assessing “inert knowledge” is essentially wasted. If learners don’t use the knowledge, skills, and attitudes outside the classroom, what is the point of teaching them? So today when educators talk about the pursuit of learning they usually mean productive, active-use, deep learning. Pursuing deep learning implies different instructional and assessment approaches than surface learning, so this shift in connotation has profound implications for what processes and resources are “appropriate.”

The shift in views of learning and instruction reflected in cognitive and constructivist theories previously discussed has caused a dramatic change in assumptions about the connection between instruction and learning. Earlier definitions in this field implied a more direct cause-and-effect relationship between instructional interventions and learning. For example, the earliest AECT definition (Ely, 1963) refers to “the design and use of messages which control the learning process.” Later definitions were less explicit, but continued to imply a relatively direct connection between well-designed, well-delivered instruction and effective learning. With the recent paradigm shift toward greater learner ownership and responsibility has come a role for technology that is more facilitative than controlling.

In addition, as learning goals in schools, colleges, and other organizations have shifted toward deep rather than shallow learning, the learning environments have become more immersive and more authentic. In these environments, the key role of technology is not so much to present information in drill-and-practice format (to control learning) but to provide the problem space and the tools to explore it (to support learning). In such cases, the immersive environments and cognitive tools educational technologists help design and use are created to guide learners, to make learning opportunities available, and to assist learners in finding the answers to their questions. Guiding includes the design of the environment, the organizing of resources, and the providing of tools. It may still entail the use of direct instruction within a pre-specified framework in some cases, or the use of open-ended inquiry methods to guide further learning in other cases. The learning events, of course, can take place in face-to-face settings or in virtual environments, as in micro-worlds or distance learning.
Improving. For a field to have any claim on public support it must be able to make a credible case for offering some public benefit. It must provide a superior way to accomplish some worthy goal. For example, for chefs to claim to be culinary professionals they must be able to prepare food in ways that are somehow better than non-specialists—more appealing, safer, more nutritious, prepared more efficiently, or the like. In the case of educational technology, to “improve performance” most often entails a claim of effectiveness: that the processes lead predictably to quality products, and that the products lead predictably to effective learning, changes in capabilities that carry over into real-world application.

Effectiveness often implies efficiency, that is, that results are accomplished with the least wasted time, effort, and expense. But what is efficient depends on the goals being pursued. If you want to drive from San Francisco to Los Angeles in the shortest time, Interstate Highway 5 is likely to be efficient. However, if your real goal is to see the ocean views along the way, State Highway 1, which winds along the coastline, would be more efficient. Likewise, designers might well disagree on methods if they do not have the same learning goals in mind. To a great extent, the systematic instructional development movement has been motivated by concerns of efficiency, defined as helping learners reach predetermined goals that are measured by objective assessments.

The concept of efficiency is viewed differently in the constructivist learning approach. In this approach, designers place greater emphasis on the appeal of the instruction and on the extent to which learners are empowered to choose their own goals and their own learning paths. They would more likely measure success in terms of knowledge that is deeply understood and experienced, and able to be applied to real-world problems as opposed to less authentic or embedded measures of learning, such as objective tests. Such designs, however, would still need to be planned for learning to occur within a particular time frame with some goals in mind and resources for meeting those goals. Among parties who have managed to agree on goals, efficiency in reaching those goals surely would be regarded as a plus.

With high expectations for learning, and high stakes for successful achievement becoming ever more important in society, other things being equal, faster is better than slower and cheaper is better than more expensive.

Performance. In the context of this definition, performance refers to the learner’s ability to use and apply the new capabilities gained. Historically, educational technology has always
had a special commitment to results, exemplified by programmed instruction, the first process to be labeled educational technology. Programmed instruction materials were judged by the extent to which users were able to perform the “terminal objective” after instruction. Terminal objectives were stated in terms of the actual conditions for which people were being trained or educated and were assessed according to how well learners functioned under these conditions.

The reference to “improving performance” also reinforces the newer connotation of learning: not just inert knowledge but usable capability.

The use of “performance” in this definition is not meant to imply that educational technology encompasses all forms of performance improvement. As is advocated in the related field of performance technology, there are many different sorts of interventions that may be used in the workplace to improve performance: tool, incentives, organizational change, cognitive support, job redesign, in addition to instruction (Stolovitch and Keeps, 1992). Since it encompasses all these sorts of interventions, performance technology is a broader concept than educational technology.

The definition mentions three major functions that are integral to the concept of Educational Technology—creating, using, and managing. These functions can be viewed as separate sets of activities that might be carried out by different people at different times. They can also be viewed as phases of the larger process of instructional development. Advocates of a systems approach to instructional development would go further to specify that these functions be accompanied by evaluation processes at each phase. Monitoring decisions and taking corrective actions at each phase are critical attributes of the systems approach. Examples of such evaluation activities are mentioned under the headings of Creating, Using, and Managing below.

Creating. Creation refers to the research, theory, and practice involved in the generation of learning environments in many different settings, formal and nonformal. Creating can include a variety of activities, depending on the design approach that is used. Design approaches can evolve from different developer mindsets: aesthetic, scientific, engineering, psychological, procedural, or systemic, each of which can be employed to produce the necessary materials and conditions for effective learning.

A systems approach, for example, might entail procedures for analyzing an instructional problem, designing and developing a solution, evaluating and revising decisions made at each step, and then implementing a solution. Assessing results and taking corrective action along the
way is referred to as *formative evaluation*, while assessing the impact of the project at the end is referred to as *summative evaluation*. Different sorts of evaluative questions are asked at different stages. At the front-end analysis stage: is there a performance problem and does it entail instructional needs? In learner analysis: what are the characteristics of the learners? In task analysis: what capabilities must the learners master? At the design stage: What are the learning objectives? Is the blueprint aligned with those objectives? Do instructional materials instantiate the principles of *message design*? At the development stage: does the prototype actually guide learners toward the objectives? At the implementation stage: is the new solution being used and used properly? What is its impact on the original problem?

Design and development processes are influenced by the varied analog and digital technologies used to create learning environments. Designing for teacher-led classroom instruction, for example, may follow a different path than designing for a computer-based simulation game. What is created may be not only the materials for instruction and the surrounding learning environments, but also databases for knowledge management, online databases for problem exploration, automated help systems, and portfolios for displaying and assessing learning.

Using. This element refers to the theories and practices related to bringing learners into contact with learning conditions and resources. As such, it is Action Central, where the solution meets the problem. Using begins with the selection of appropriate processes and resources—methods and materials, in other words—whether that selection is done by the learner or by an instructor. Wise selection is based on *materials evaluation*, to determine if existing resources are suitable for this audience and purpose. Then the learner’s encounter with the learning resources takes place within some environment following some procedures, often under the guidance of an instructor, the planning and conduct of which can fit under the label of *utilization*. If the resources involve unfamiliar media or methods, their *usability* may be tested before use.

In some cases there is a conscious effort to bring an instructional innovation to the attention of instructors, to market it. This *diffusion* process can be another phase of using. When teachers incorporate new resources into their curricular plans, this is referred to as *integration*; when such integration takes place on a larger scale, incorporating the innovation into the organizational structure, it is referred to as *institutionalization*. 
In a systems approach, the design team would monitor the effectiveness of the usage at each phase and take corrective actions where indicated.

Managing. One of the earliest responsibilities of professionals in the field of educational technology has been management; in the early years this took the form of directing the operations of audiovisual centers. As media production and instructional development processes became more complicated and larger-scale, they had to master project management skills as well. As distance education programs based on information and communications technologies (ICT) developed, educational technologists found themselves involved in delivery system management. In all of these managerial functions, there are sub-functions of personnel management and information management, referring to the issues of organizing the work of people and planning and controlling the storage and processing of information in the course of managing projects or organizations. Prudent management also requires program evaluation. In the systems approach, this entails quality control measures to monitor results and quality assurance measures to enable continuous improvement of the management processes.

People who carry out management functions may be seen as exercising leadership, combining management expertise with support of ethical practice in all phases of educational technology practice.

Appropriate. The term “appropriate” is meant to apply to both processes and resources, denoting suitability for and compatibility with their intended purposes.

The term “appropriate technology” is widely used internationally in the field of community development to refer to a tool or practice that is the simplest and most benign solution to a problem. The concept grew out of the environmental movement of the 1970s, sparked by the book, Small is Beautiful (Schumacher, 1975), in which the term was coined. In this sense, appropriate technologies are those that are connected with the local users and cultures and are sustainable within the local economic circumstances. Sustainability is particularly critical in settings like developing countries, to ensure that the solution uses resources carefully, minimizes damage to the environment, and will be available to future generations.

AECT’s professional standards have longed recognized that appropriateness has an ethical dimension. A number of provisions in the AECT Code of Ethics (Welliver, 2001) are relevant. Section 1.7 is the broadest and perhaps most directly relevant item, specifying the requirement to “promote current and sound professional practices in the use of technology in
education.” Section 1.5 requires “sound professional procedures for evaluation and selection of materials and equipment.” Section 1.6 requires researchers and practitioners to protect individuals “from conditions harmful to health and safety.” Section 1.8 requires the avoidance of content that promotes gender, ethnic, racial or religious stereotypes, and it encourages the “development of programs and media that emphasize the diversity of our society as a multicultural community.” Further, Section 3 of AECT’s Code calls for providing "opportunities for culturally and intellectually diverse points of view" and avoiding "commercial exploitation", as well as following copyright laws and conducting research and practice using procedures guided by professional groups and institutional review boards.

Of course, a practice or resource is appropriate only if it is likely to yield results. This implies a criterion of effectiveness or usefulness for the intended purpose. For example, a particular computer-based simulation game might be selected by a social studies teacher if past experience indicated that it stimulated the sort of pertinent discussion that she intended. It would be judged appropriate in terms of usefulness.

“ Appropriateness” has sometimes been used as a rubric for attempts to censor books or other instructional materials. Challenges may be based on claims that the material is sexually explicit, contains offensive language, or is otherwise unsuited to a particular age group. That is not the connotation or the context intended in this definition.

In summary, the selection of methods and media should be made on the basis of “best practices” applicable to a given situation, as specified in Section 1.7 of the Code of Ethics. This implies that educational technology professionals keep themselves updated on the knowledge base of the field and use that knowledge base in making decisions. Random choices, which might be acceptable for those outside the profession, do not meet the criterion of “appropriate.” Informed, professionally sound choices help learners learn productively while making wise use of the time and resources of the organization, including the time and effort of educational technologists themselves.

Technological. In terms of lexicography, it is undesirable to use the word “technological” in a definition of “educational technology.” In this case, the use is justified because “technological” is a shorthand term that describes an approach to human activity based on the definition of technology as “the systematic application of scientific or other organized knowledge to practical tasks” (Galbraith, 1967, p. 12). It is a way of thinking that is neatly
summarized in one word. It would be more awkward to paraphrase the concept of “technological” within the new definition than to simply use the shorthand term.

The term modifies both processes and resources. First, it modifies processes. There are “non-technological” processes that could be used in planning and implementing instruction, such as the everyday decision-making processes of teachers, which may be significantly different from those advocated in this field. The field advocates the use of processes that have some claim of worthy results, based on research or at least reflective development. Without the “technological” modifier, any sorts of models, protocols, or formulations could be included in the ambit of educational technology, blurring the boundaries with Curriculum and Instruction or education in general.

Second, the term also modifies resources, the hardware and software entailed in teaching—still pictures, videos, audiocassettes, satellite uplinks, computer programs, DVD disks and players, and the like. These are the most publicly visible aspects of educational technology. To ignore them in this definition would be to create a greater communication gap between specialists and non-specialist readers.

**Processes.** A process can be defined as a series of activities directed toward a specified result. Educational technologists often employ specialized processes to design, develop, and produce learning resources, subsumed into a larger process of *instructional development*. From the 1960s through the 1990s a central concern of the field was the pursuit of a *systems approach* to instructional development. To many, the systems approach was and is central to the identity of the field.

A paradigm shift occurred in the decade since the prior (1994) AECT definition, involving postmodern and constructivist influences among others. To simplify, the focus moved from what the instructor is doing to what the learner is doing. In this view, individuals construct their own knowledge and gain ownership based on their struggles to make sense of their experience. To the extent that the teaching-learning experience is abstracted from real-world application and to the extent that it is controlled and possessed by the teacher, it diminishes the likelihood of learner engagement, mastery, and transfer of the skill. This sensibility came into conflict with the plan-and-control sensibility of systematic instructional development, a conflict whose resolution is still being negotiated.
In the context of the definition, “processes” also include those of using and managing resources as well as those of creating them.

**Resources.** The many resources for learning are central to the identity of the field. The pool of resources has expanded with technological innovations and the development of an understanding regarding how these technological tools might help guide learners. Resources are people, tools, technologies, and materials designed to help learners. Resources can include high-tech ICT systems, community resources such as libraries, zoos, museums, and people with special knowledge or expertise. They include digital media, such as CD-ROMs, Web sites and WebQuests, and electronic performance support systems (EPSS). And they include analog media, such as books and other print materials, video recordings, and other traditional audiovisual materials. Teachers discover new tools and create new resources; learners can collect and locate their own resources; and educational technology specialists add to the growing list of possible resources as well.

**Theories underlying educational technology.** The definitional statement above can be viewed as a theoretical construct. It proposes that a phenomenon—educational technology—does or can exist. The elements of the definition suggest the variables that could be observed to better understand or better construct this phenomenon: creative processes, usage processes, management processes, technological resources, learning activities, and so on. Underlying this theoretical construct are theories drawn from several related disciplines, including communication, education, psychology, and philosophy, among others. For a field to have legitimacy as a profession, its practices must be founded on a body of intellectual theory that is constantly being expanded by research and reflection. Without this, it is not a profession but an avocation based on customary practice, modified, if at all, by individual improvements discovered through trial and error. This project aims to show the connection of each of the elements of the definition to their respective bodies of theory.

**The field of educational technology...and also a profession?.** The field of educational technology is the sphere of activity in which people interact with other people (e.g., teachers with students or designers with clients) data (e.g., test results or software application programs), and things (e.g., chalkboards or notebook computers) in pursuit of improved learning. In addition to these tangible elements there are two other ingredients necessary to comprise a field.
As discussed in the 1977 AECT definition book (p. 22), the other traditional criteria for a field are an *intellectual technique* and a *practical application*, both of which are unique to that field.

An example of an intellectual technique unique to educational technology is the systematic instructional design process. A smaller example is the use of a media selection typology, such as Dale’s cone of experience in lesson planning. Carefully developed and tested procedures for software evaluation represent another intellectual technique. All evolved within the field and none are duplicated outside it, supporting the claim of unique intellectual techniques.

The criterion of practical application is even more obviously observable in educational technology. Analyses are turned into blueprints, which are converted into prototypes, which are tested and made into finished products—videos, small-group simulations, computer games, and the like. These materials are used in real classrooms, and may be mass-produced for wide distribution. Practical application is undoubtedly a ubiquitous feature of educational technology. The focus on materials and systems for learning is an area of application unique to this field.

When educators carry out the processes of analyzing learning needs, creating educational resources and methods, using those resources and methods with learners, assessing the results, and managing all of these activities they are working in the field of educational technology. A teacher who assigns middle school students to use the Internet to do research for a paper may merely be using the conventional intellectual techniques of teaching. If, on the other hand, she consciously follows a systematic instructional design model she is at that time operating in the field of educational technology.

Is there also a *profession* of educational technology? There are traditional criteria for being a profession, also discussed in the 1977 AECT definition book (pp. 23-24). These include: training and certification, standards and ethics, leadership, association and communication, professional concern for social good, and acknowledgment as a profession by members. To merit status as a profession, educational technology must demonstrate that it has an organized body of members who undertake study and conduct ethical practice applying the intellectual techniques of educational technology. An understanding of the processes of human communication and learning and the attributes of media enlighten theory and practice. When the understanding of these processes is continually advanced through research and reflective practice
(and other conditions are met) the field may claim to be a profession and its practitioners professionals.

It is possible to discuss the concept and field of educational technology separately. One might admit the usefulness of the concept, but criticize the way that theory is being implemented by practitioners in the field. In everyday discourse these distinctions are usually not drawn, and this can lead to confusion. When someone says “I really dislike educational technology,” what do they mean? You can’t argue the claim until you are clear about whether she means she dislikes the concept (learners aren’t really helped by exposure to technology-based instruction) or the field (those people don’t produce good solutions). This project is primarily focused on the concept of educational technology, but the conversation necessarily also entails the underlying theoretical base, the field of educational technology, and even the extent to which the field meets the standards of a profession.

Relationship to the concept of instructional technology.

While this project uses the broad concept of educational technology as its framework, we propose that the term “instructional technology” describes a subset of that broad concept. Instructional technology refers to the concept, theory, and field that focus on facilitating learning through technology under conditions that are “purposive and controlled,” as proposed in an earlier AECT definition of the field (AECT, 1977, p. 3). Although “educational technology” and “instructional technology” are sometimes used interchangeably, we propose that education and instruction refer to broader or narrower processes. Instruction is narrower than education in the sense that it refers to situations that are more purposive, that is, in which the learner is directed toward specific goals or objectives set by someone else, and more controlled, that is, using methods and resources planned and guided by someone else. By our definition, educational situations may entail any combination of externally guided or self-directed activities, with or without specific objectives. Thus, just as instruction is a subset of education, instructional technology is a subset of educational technology, and, as such, it is relevant to this project.

Relationship to the concept of performance technology

In the years since the last major reconsideration of definitions the related concept of performance technology (PT) has grown in visibility. Rooted primarily in the world of corporate training and organization development, PT refers to a holistic approach to improving human performance in the workplace, not only through instruction but also through other interventions,
such as job aids and incentive programs. Its kinship to instructional technology is reflected in this description:

(PT)...uses the tools of technology and the objectivity of analysis, design and evaluation procedures. It then links training, environmental redesign, feedback systems or incentive systems to measure performance and build credibility for the interventions that are applied (Stolovitch and Keeps, 1992).

Training, or instructional interventions, are seen as one possible part of a holistic approach to improving performance. The appropriate combination of interventions is determined through a systematic process akin to that used in systematic instructional design. Thus, PT is a larger concept that partially subsumes educational or instructional technology. It does not replace educational or instructional technology. It does, however, clarify that educational or instructional technology deal with just one dimension of organizational improvement—the reduction of ignorance.

Assumptions behind the Definition

Early in its deliberations the committee discussed the criteria to be met by this definition. First, it is a general definition, one that should be understandable to non-specialists, as opposed to a scientific definition, one that attempts to describe some phenomenon in technically precise terms. Further, it is primarily a stipulative definition, stipulating or prescribing the elements of the concept and its boundaries in ideal terms rather than claiming to be based on observations of what a particular group of people actually do in practice.

Second, like any useful definition, this one intends to be clear, precise, and unambiguous, and to draw boundaries indicating what is included, what is excluded, what is central, and what is peripheral.

Third, one of the major departures from past AECT definitional efforts is to refer explicitly to core values implied in educational technology. While technology might be viewed by some as a value neutral force, its application to educational purposes entails concerns, both for the learner and for the educational system. That is, there is no point in approaching education “technologically” unless one is attempting to improve the quality of the learner’s experience and to do it in a way that also makes sense for the organization.

Fourth, this definition is meant to be connected with AECT’s most recent prior definition: “Instructional technology is the theory and practice of design, development,
utilization, management and evaluation of processes and resources for learning” (Seels and Richey, 1994). It incorporates all the major elements of that definition, albeit with somewhat different vocabulary, different emphases, and some additional elements. The current definition is viewed as an improvement and updating of the 1994 definition, not a fundamental reconceptualization. It intends to be evolutionary rather than revolutionary in spirit.

Fifth, the new definition is sensitive to the standards for the accreditation of university programs preparing teachers and specialists in the educational technology field. The Educational Communications and Instructional Technology (ECIT) standards approved in 2000 require that such programs be grounded in the knowledge base of the field. The knowledge base is considered to be categorized into the “domains” of design, development, utilization, management, and evaluation. These “domains” are taken from the 1994 AECT definition, so it is reasonable to expect that future standards may be affected by this new definition. Hence, maintaining some parallelism between the old definition and the new was deemed to be helpful to future standards writers.

Likewise, the committee specified that the underlying spirit and key elements of a new definition should also be aligned with the mission statement currently embraced by AECT: “to provide international leadership by promoting scholarship and best practices in the creation, use, and management of technologies for effective teaching and learning in a wide range of settings.”

Finally, the new definition should be as inclusive as possible of the ideas and work of members of AECT and others who work in the field of educational technology, while not being constrained by the nomenclature of existing academic departments or other organizational units.

**Purposes and audiences**

There are numerous possible purposes to be served by a definition project of this sort: to draw boundaries vis-à-vis other fields, to promote the public acceptance of the field, to recruit students and practitioners into the field, to provide parameters for accrediting standards, to provide a common terminology for discussion within the field, and to inform students and other newcomers of the key ideas and values we embrace. This definition is intended to serve all of these purposes.

These divers purposes speak to divers audiences—students entering the field, teaching faculty, colleagues, educational administrators with whom we deal, and practitioners in the corporate, military, and other organizational sectors. Again, this definition is intended to speak
clearly to all of these audiences. For this reason, it should avoid technical terminology while expressing relationships that are understood within the field to be sometimes complex and subtle. A definition statement of this sort also plays a public-relations role: to explain to outsiders why the field professes itself as a separate field and why this field deserves public recognition and support. This means that the statement must proclaim the values it embraces, and it must express its claim of public benefit—how this concept and the people who practice it contribute to society. In this new definition statement we profess our commitment to “ethical practice,” “appropriate processes,” and “better” facilitation of learning. The field thereby claims to be able to help society accomplish one of its major goals—the reduction of ignorance—in ways that are more efficacious than those used by others.

**Historical Antecedents**

The intellectual history of educational technology—how the concept evolved over time—is elaborated in *Educational technology: the development of a concept* (Januszewski, 2001). The concept emerged over a period of years with the converging of several streams of thought. AECT as an organization began in 1923 as the Department of Visual Instruction of the National Education Association. Its initial mission was to promote understanding of the role of visual media in education, but over the years the conversation came to include ideas drawn from other fields, including systems theory, behaviorist psychology, industrial technology, and communication theory, as well as audiovisual media. In the 1960s a new, hybrid concept was emerging. It was strongly influenced by the revolutionary educational ideas promulgated by B. F. Skinner and the behaviorists, symbolized by Skinner’s influential book *Technology of teaching*, published in the UK in 1965 and in the US in 1968.

Early in the 1960s the semantics of the conversation had become complex enough to motivate the association (at that time, the Department of Audio-Visual Instruction) to appoint a committee to formulate an explicit definition of the concept and a set of related terms. The result (Ely, 1963) was, admittedly, a compromise, settling on the term “audiovisual communications” as the central concept, a label that would serve until a consensus emerged around a different label.

By 1970 the tide had turned toward the label of educational technology, although strong allegiance continued to the communications concept, so a new compromise was reached in 1970 to rename the association as Association for Educational Communications and Technology. In
1972 the association adopted a new definition (AECT, 1972), now adopting educational technology as the central concept:

Educational technology is a field involved in the facilitation of human learning through the systematic identification, development, organization and utilization of a full range of learning resources and through the management of these processes (p. 36).

The 1972 definition proclaims educational technology as a *field* as well as a concept, and the focus shifts from audiovisual media—learning resources—to the *process* of creating the using those resources. The process is specified as a systematic one, reflecting the legacy of systems theory as a source of theoretical constructs.

A later, comprehensive revision of the definition and terminology of the field (AECT, 1977) continued to define educational technology as a *process*, a way of thinking about how to help people learn better. The most recent AECT definition (AECT, 1994) again continued the process focus, although now using “instructional technology” as the core concept:

Instructional technology is the theory and practice of design, development, utilization, management and evaluation of processes and resources for learning.

The new definition consciously builds on the traditions of these earlier definitions.

Of course, professional associations are not the only source of definitions of educational technology. In 1970, quite early in the evolution of the educational technology concept, a US government-sponsored commission provided a quasi-official definition for “instructional technology”:

A systematic way of designing, implementing and evaluating the total process of learning and teaching in terms of specific objectives, based on research in human learning and communication and employing a combination of human and non-human resources to bring about more effective instruction (Commission on Instructional Technology)

This definition, given its mantle of authority and widespread diffusion, was influential in promoting the “process” meaning of the term. Its references to “systematic,” “based on research,” and “more effective” instruction, highlighted the centrality of those values to the field. Specialized dictionaries and encyclopedias related to education also have offered definitions. A 1988 dictionary reflects both the “product” and “process” concepts in its two-part definition:
Educational technology: 1. The media that are products of the application of science to educational problems. 2. A systematic approach to solving the problems of instruction that includes the development of instructional systems, identifications of resources, and the delivery of those resources to students (Shafritz, Koepppe, and Soper)

A more recent encyclopedia entry for “instructional technology” also embraces the product and process concepts in describing the field as:

The art and science of designing, producing, and using—with economy and elegance—solutions to instructional problems; these solutions may combine verbal or audiovisual media and may be experienced with or without human mediation and may take the form of lessons, courses, or whole systems that facilitate learning efficiently, effectively, and humanely (Kovalchick and Dawson, 2004).

This statement also reflects the necessity of including value terms in defining a field: “with economy and elegance,” “efficiently, effectively, and humanely.”

These precedents have helped inform the work of the committee; they provide part of the intellectual context for the new definition.

Conclusion

What is proposed here is a revised definition of the concept of educational technology, built upon AECT’s most recent prior definition of instructional technology (Seels and Richey, 1994). It is a tentative definition, subject to further reconsideration over time. Educational technology is viewed as a construct that is larger than instructional technology, as education is more general than instruction. Further, educational or instructional technology can be seen as discrete elements within performance technology, the holistic approach to improving performance in the workplace through many different means, including training.

The concept of educational technology must be distinguished from the field and the profession of educational technology. The validity of each can be judged separately from the others and can be judged by different criteria.

This definition differs from previous ones in several regards. First, the term “study” instead of “research” implies a broader view of the many forms of inquiry, including reflective practice. Second, it makes an explicit commitment to ethical practice.
Third, the object of educational technology is cast as “facilitating learning,” a claim more modest than that of controlling or causing learning. Fourth, it is intentional that learning is placed at the center of the definition, to highlight the centrality of learning to educational technology. It is the goal of promoting learning that is distinctive about the field, compared to other fields with which it might be conflated, such as information technology or performance technology.

Fifth, “improving performance” implies a quality criterion, a goal of facilitating learning better than is done with approaches other than Educational Technology, leading to usable skills, not just inert knowledge.

Sixth, it describes the major functions of the field (creation, use, and management) in broader, less technical terms than previous definitions in order to reflect an eclectic view of the design process.

Seventh, it specifies that the tools and methods of the field be “appropriate,” meaning suited to the people and conditions to which they are applied. Finally, it makes the attribute of “technological” explicit, with the rationale that tools and methods that are not technological fall outside the boundaries of the field.

The terms “improving” and “appropriate” are explicitly included in the definition in order to recognize the centrality of such values to the core meaning of educational technology. If the work of the field is not done “better” by professionals than it is by amateurs, the field has no justification for public recognition or support. It must represent some specialized expertise that is applied with professional soundness.
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